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Cherry Shop - It's great to be a member!Recently I was working on one of my recent projects and at some point I needed to do some test to make
sure the browser will render my CSS properly. Since I’m using prefixes in all my properties, I wanted to know which are the most popular prefixes
that can be used together. If you don’t know what are the prefixes, I can recommend you to take a look at the list of all the possible prefixes. I’ve
also created a small table to gather some of the most common prefixes and their most popular versions in the web. But let’s start with one of the

most common in the web, the -moz-. -moz- The Mozilla prefix is one of the most important CSS prefixes. This is the official prefix of the mozilla
web browser and in the CSS we can use this prefix when we need a more specific behavior in the browser. The -moz- was introduced in 2002 and
has been pretty stable since then. In 2002, the -moz- prefix was introduced for the purpose of running the proprietary OS to better understand the
reasons why such a feature was created. This is quite a big benefit of the Mozilla prefix. Since it is the official browser prefix, it’s the best option
if you want to target your css to all the web browsers. From this point of view, I think that the use of the -moz- is not that important anymore. My
opinion is that in 2018, when all the mobile devices are capable to display high-resolution images and everything can be displayed at full-screen,

the need of -moz- is not so important anymore. Now we need to remember that the Webkit and the Presto browsers can be used by the Opera
Mini, the Opera Mobile, the Android Browser, the Amazon Kindle and the Kindle App. So, a good option to target all the web browsers is to use

the Universal selector : I will go more in depth in the article about the -webkit- and -moz- prefixes, the -o-, the -ms- and the -khtml- prefixes.
-khtml- If you have read my article about the -webkit- prefix, you know that it is the official prefix of the Webkit project.
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